Legal Recognition of Samesex Relationships in India
— Nayantara Ravichandran*

Following the recent decision of the Supreme Court of India in Suresh
Kumar Koushal v. Naz Foundation1 (hereafter referred to as Koushal)
upholding the validity of Section 377 of the Penal Code2 that criminalises carnal intercourse ‘against the order of nature’, majority of
the discussions have centred around the most effective way to get the
decision overturned. This paper argues that it is also important to seek
legal recognition of same-sex relationships simultaneously since discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation is objectionable whether
under civil or criminal laws. Marriage laws only recognise heterosexual unions, depriving same-sex couples of the state benefits as well
as social and legal recognition that married persons enjoy. The paper
examines whether the route of recognition through ‘civil partnerships’
that has been taken by many other countries should be followed in
India, but concludes that this is an unsatisfactory intermediate process to granting recognition to same-sex marriages. The author concedes that it would be unfeasible to seek amendments of personal laws
to obtain such recognition since it would encounter strong opposition
invoking religious freedoms. The paper concludes that the most viable manner of attaining legislative recognition of same-sex marriages
would be an amendment of the Special Marriage Act3 or, in the event
that Koushal were to be overturned, by a judicial reading down of
the Special Marriage Act to permit same-sex marriages, on the ground
that not permitting same-sex marriages unfairly discriminates against
members of the LGBT community.
The struggle against social and legal discrimination of the lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgendered community (‘LGBT’) has been
long and arduous. The initial objective of decriminalising private
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and consensual same-sex acts has been achieved in most countries
either by legislation or by courts overturning such laws, though seventy-six countries, largely in Africa and West Asia, still retain such
laws.4 On December 11, 2013 India re-joined these countries when
the Supreme Court in Koushal upheld the constitutional validity of
Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code, a hangover from the colonial
days that criminalises “carnal intercourse against the order of nature”.5
Koushal reversed the progressive decision of the Delhi High Court in
Naz Foundation v. Govt. of NCT of Delhi6 (hereafter referred to as
Naz Foundation) that read down Section 377 to decriminalise private consensual sex between adults. Post the judgment, there has been
wide-ranging discussion on the most effective method to obtain an
over-ruling of Koushal.
In this paper, the author argues that it is not sufficient to merely work
towards decriminalisation of same-sex acts but it is also necessary to
seek legal recognition for same-sex relationships and examine the various options that could be pursued to obtain such legal recognition.
Since this is not a mere technical legal question, but one that arouses
passionate debate and affects the personal lives of many, the author has
also factored in what may be termed as tactical considerations. The
strong opposition that a vocal section of Indian society has against the
aspirations of the LGBT community cannot be gainsaid. In India,
where along with rapid modernisation, there has been growth of conservative and revivalist ideas,7 this opposition in the name of tradition, culture and religion, however misguided, will be strong and will
act as an impediment to liberal legislation. Notwithstanding Koushal,
it is believed that the judiciary is not fettered to the same extent. It is
interesting to note that the writ petition by Naz Foundation was originally dismissed by the Delhi High Court on the grounds that there
was no cause of action and merely academic issues could not be discussed by the court. This order was challenged in a special leave petition and the Supreme Court remanded the petition for fresh decision
in 2006.8 One should not, therefore, conclude from Koushal that a
progressive interpretation cannot be obtained from the Supreme Court.
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I. The I mpact

of

Koushal

This paper discusses various courses of action, both legislative and judicial, to obtain legal recognition of same-sex relationships. While this paper
does not primarily deal with Koushal, certain aspects of the judgment are relevant to the subject matter being dealt with.
Koushal holds that there exists a presumption of constitutionality of a
statutory provision, and opined that there is a presumption that the legislature
would act in the best interests of the people. In fact, it goes so far as to state
that even pre-Constitutional laws may be considered a manifestation of the
will of the Indian people.9 The Court overlooked that the decisions cited by
it had pointed out that a valid law may become invalid with the passage of
time.10
Secondly, the Court held that the classification between those indulging
in carnal intercourse in the ordinary course and against the order of nature is
intelligible, in order to hold that Section 377 was not violative of Article 14 of
the Constitution11. This ignored precedents which require a justification of the
classification in relation to the stated objective being pursued.12
Thirdly, the Court held that Section 377 did not violate Article 15, providing no reasons whatsoever.13 This is particularly odd considering the most
powerful and interesting section of Naz Foundation provided the judicial reasoning as to why discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation was
violative of Article 15 and that the term “sex” in the Article included “sexual
orientation”.14 Similarly, the Koushal bench discussed several landmark cases
under Article 21 but did not provide any reasoning as to how Section 377 is
not in violation of Article 21.15
Finally, the Court stated that the decision to repeal Section 377 had to
be left to the Parliament, effectively directing a group that it recognises as a
minority that its rights should be protected by the majoritarian arm of government i.e. Parliament.16
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These aspects of Koushal make it more difficult, as discussed later, to
pursue several judicial options in relation to recognition of same-sex relationships. However, the Supreme Court has agreed to hear arguments on
a curative petition filed by Naz Foundation. One of the grounds urged
in the petition is that Koushal did not take into account the Criminal Law
(Amendment) Act, 2013 that now criminalises coercive peno-non vaginal
sexual activities. This, it is argued, by implication decriminalises such acts
if performed consensually. Another ground in the petition is that the Court
misread legislative intention in not amending Section 377 in 2013 – the Lok
Sabha refrained from considering such an amendment since the matter was sub
judice.17
Moreover, the Supreme Court’s decision in National Legal Services
Authority v. Union of India18 (hereafter referred to as NALSA) on the rights
of transgenders gives reason for some cautious optimism. NALSA does not
overrule Koushal and was, like Koushal, rendered by a two-judge bench. But
there are several elements that can be used to overturn Koushal. First, it holds
that one cannot distinguish between the sexual identity and sexual activities,
whereas Koushal made such a fine distinction and thereby avoided the contentions that Section 377 was violative of Articles 14 and 15 by stating that
Section 377 made a classification based on acts, not persons.19 Secondly, in
NALSA, the Court stepped in when the legislature did not. Thirdly, it applied
several international conventions and foreign judgements and the Yogyakartha
Principles, all of which are opposed to Section 377. In fact, every part of the
emphatic case made for a fundamental right to autonomy for every person to
choose his own “gender” identity and would apply in equal measure to autonomy in choosing a sexual identity.20 This paper, therefore, does not proceed on
the basis that Koushal is the end of the judicial road for LGBT rights.

II. The C ase

for

Same-Sex M arriage

It is unarguable that the initial focus has to be on de-criminalising consensual sexual acts. But this in itself will not end the discrimination faced by
persons who are engaged in long-term committed relationships with others of
their own sex. It would require legal recognition of long-term same-sex unions,
on par with heterosexual marriages. This objective of seeking parity with heterosexual relationships itself may be critiqued on the grounds that heterosexual marriages and family relationships are imbued with the outmoded values
of patriarchy. If a family is considered a microcosm of society, one cannot seek
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to achieve radical changes in society while seeking acceptance into its traditional family norms. Both inside and outside the LGBT communities, there
are differing views about the desirability of marriage—either in any given individual’s personal life or as to government policies that use marriage as a condition for a wide range of benefits.21There are, however, compelling practical
reasons to seek social and legal recognition of same-sex relationships. Certain
legal benefits such as succession, maintenance, and pension rights that are
available to married couples are not available to same-sex couples. Economic
benefits from laws like the Employment Provident Fund Scheme, 1952 and
Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923 are given only to those related by blood
or marriage.22 After the Central Adoption Resource Authority (CARA) issued
guidelines for adoption, single persons and unmarried couples have found it
increasingly difficult to adopt.23 Further, not all persons in same-sex relationships are seeking radical changes in society and its institution, and many are
politically conservative.24 Many of them merely desire acceptance without discrimination and the option to have a legally recognised partnership.25
A further utilitarian argument made after a detailed survey of social science research on the subject is that same-sex and heterosexual relationships
do not differ in their essential psychosocial dimensions, that marriage bestows
substantial psychological, social, and health benefits and that same-sex couples
and their children are likely to benefit in numerous ways from a legal recognition of the relationship as marriage.26 Many same-sex couples wish to marry
simply because they are part of a culture in which marriage has long been represented as the ideal institution of connection and commitment and this belief
transcends the bounds of sexual orientation. They also believe that the choice
of a marital partner is an important personal decision, over which others, particularly the state, should have no control.27 Thus the straightforward argument
in favor of same-sex marriage is that if two people want to make a commitment of marriage, they should be permitted to do so, and excluding one class
of citizens from the benefits and dignity of that commitment demeans them
and insults their dignity.28
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It is pertinent to observe that same-sex marriages are not illegal in India.
While Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code criminalises sexual acts between
persons of the same sex, it is possible to argue that same-sex marriages are
not equal to the performance of such acts.29 Nonetheless the marriage laws in
India do not explicitly permit same-sex marriages, and, in fact, reflect a strong
heterosexual bias and use terms suggesting only a heterosexual partnership.
Moreover, on a realistic note, so long as a provision in a criminal statute such
as Section 377 is considered non-discriminatory it would be illogical to seek
legal recognition under civil marriage laws.

III. Civil Unions – A Fair A lternative ?
One alternative is to seek the legal recognition of same-sex couples not
through marriages but as civil unions or partnerships. Legislations recognising
civil unions have been enacted in many states in the United States of America,
several Latin American and European countries, Australia and New Zealand.30
Different models of civil unions have been implemented in these jurisdictions.
Some states in the United States of America have domestic partnerships that
are only recognised by city councils and private companies who extend spousal
benefits to the same-sex partners of their employees.31 Countries like Germany
have conferred only limited legal rights on those entering a civil union. The
legal benefits are restricted to laws relating to tax, pensions and adoptions.32
Other models, like that enacted in Vermont following a direction of Supreme
Court of Vermont,33 provide partners with the same legal benefits as those who
are joined in marriage.34 The Supreme Courts of Vermont35 and New Jersey36
have held in the recent past that same-sex couples cannot be excluded from
the benefits of marriage but the State can decide whether the benefits should
be conferred within the framework of a marriage or whether a parallel domestic partnership is to be preferred. Such ‘separate but equal’ institutions should
be in the nature of marriage and should confer the same legal benefits as a
marriage.
The advantages of this model are that it faces less opposition, at least on
religious grounds and avoids the acrimonious debate as to whether ‘marriage’
is necessarily heterosexual. It has also functioned as a first step towards recognition of same-sex marriages. In 1999, France enacted a law governing civil
29
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partnerships and in 2013, it legislated recognition of same-sex marriages.37
Similarly England and Wales recognised civil unions in 2004 but have legislated to recognise same-sex marriages in 2013.38
However, only providing the option of civil unions and excluding marriages for same-sex couples is itself discriminatory, since it provides a class
of people only an option that possesses an inherently lower status than marriage.39 Marriage is not merely a contractual relationship that is forged for the
partners to gain legal benefits and rights from one another. It has the equally
important function of giving both legal and social recognition to a relationship. Status benefits arising from marriage include granting the spouse higher
status than other family members and according certain privileges like decision-making powers when the spouse is incapacitated, registration of deaths,
etc.40 Moreover, two institutions are not necessarily equal because they embody
the same legal rights. Marriage, as an institution, has a certain historical, cultural and social significance which a civil union does not have. The social status that is conferred by a marriage is as important to same-sex couples as it
is to heterosexual couples.41 It follows that a law that permits same-sex couples to enter only into civil unions, despite giving them the same legal rights,
will be treating them differently on the basis of their sexual orientation. It is
for these reasons that the Connecticut Supreme Court declared the ‘separate
but equal’ system in the state to be unconstitutional.42 Moreover, acceptance
of civil unions in place of marriage is tantamount to approval that same-sex
relationships are not equal to heterosexual relationships. In the words of Justice
Ginsberg of the US Supreme Court, it would mean accepting two kinds of
marriage – the ‘full marriage’ and a sort of ‘skim-milk marriage’.43
If a civil union model were to be adopted in India, it would be necessary not only to enact a new law governing civil unions but also amend relevant legislations like the Indian Succession Act, 1925, Guardians and Wards
Act, 1890, Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923 and a host of other legislations relating to succession, adoption, pensions etc. so that a partner in a civil
union is given the same status as a spouse and considered to be ‘family’. On
the other hand, legislation, especially on such an issue in which there is likely
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to be vociferous opposition, is likely to be delayed. While it cannot be said
to interfere with religious freedoms, it could be opposed on the ground that it
provides legislative sanction of non-marital live-in relationships, both heterosexual and homosexual, that is contrary to Indian culture. Thus, even on tactical considerations, seeking legislation recognising civil unions does not seem to
be the right course.

IV. Same-Sex M arriage Under P ersonal L aws
In India, marriages and weddings have a strong religious and cultural
significance as well as social importance. Marriage is considered to be a sacrament and the religious ceremonies are an essential part of the marriage.44
This perhaps explains the many instances of lesbian marriages, including performance of religious ceremonies, exchange of garlands in temples or quasi-legal friendship contracts (maitrikarar)45 in several reported cases. For instance,
in 1988, two policewomen married each other in a Hindu ceremony. Though
their marriage could not be registered and they were suspended from their
jobs, their marriage was accepted and supported by their families and community.46 It is interesting that the numerous reported lesbian marriages have been
largely between small-town, lower-middle class, non-English speaking women
who are not connected to the LGBT movement.47
In this milieu, the most satisfactory course would be the recognition of
same-sex marriages under Indian personal marriage laws. In India, Christians,
Muslims and Hindus have different laws in relation to marriage, succession
etc. The Hindu Marriage Act that governs Hindus, Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists
states that a marriage may be solemnised between any two Hindus.48 It also
specifically provides that the bridegroom should have attained the age of
twenty one and the bride eighteen.49 The Christian Marriage Act provides that
the age of the man shall be twenty one and the age of the woman eighteen.50
Since Muslim marriages are not governed by a statute, there is no statutory
definition of ‘marriage’, but they are normally considered to be a contract for
the purpose of procreation.51 Thus, all Indian personal laws appear to envisage
marriage as only a heterosexual union.
Recognition of same-sex marriages under Hindu personal laws can be
obtained by any one of the following approaches: (i) interpreting the existing
44
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law to permit same-sex marriages, (ii) interpreting that the LGBT community constitutes a separate community, the customs of which permit same-sex
marriages, (iii) reading down the Hindu Marriage Act, 1956 (‘Act’) to allow
same-sex relationships, on the ground that it would otherwise be rendered
unconstitutional, or (iv) amending the Act to permit same-sex relationships.
Since the Act is gender neutral except in the use of the terms bride and
bridegroom, it is possible to argue that same-sex couples can get their marriages
solemnised under the Act provided one of them is characterised as the bride
and the other as the groom. This approach has been tried by lesbian couples,
where one partner presented herself as the bride and the other as the bridegroom.52 It is difficult to support this argument by the rules of statutory
interpretation, since it strains the words of the statutes and is contrary to the
common understanding of the terms bride and groom. The interpretation also
tries to homogenise same-sex unions with traditional forms of marriage. At a
time when relationships between heterosexual spouses are being re-fashioned to
make them more equal, this interpretation will reinforce traditional oppressive
gender stereotypes that genders are inherently different, that two persons in a
marriage have pre-set roles and that even same-sex couples have to accept traditional roles in order to get married.53
Another approach would be to obtain recognition of the LGBT community as a community of its own that has its own customs and practices.
The Arya Samaj and the anti-Brahmin Self-Respect movement in Tamil Nadu
formulated their own marriage rituals and practices.54 While the Arya Samaj
drew upon the Hindu scriptures in its marriage ceremony, the Self Respect
marriages did not do so. But both these forms of marriages got recognition
when the Act was amended in Tamil Nadu by inserting Section 7-A to recognise Self-Respect marriages.55 The LGBT community could agree on a common marriage practice and seek recognition under the Act. But the difficulty
is that members of the LGBT community are governed by different personal
laws and follow different customs and practices. Unlike the Arya Samaj is or
the followers of the anti-Brahmin movement, they are not united by a desire to
bring about specific reforms in Hindu marriage ceremonies.
The third approach would be to demand reading down of the provisions
in the legislation governing Hindu and Christian marriage laws by the judiciary so that same-sex marriages are recognised, on the ground that a reading
of these laws as prohibiting such marriages, would render the relevant provisions unconstitutional by discriminating on the basis of sexual orientation.
While this approach was supported by the reasoning provided by the Delhi
52
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High Court in Naz Foundation, after Koushal, it appears that the courts
may not be receptive to such arguments. There is the further impediment of
the long-standing decision of the Bombay High Court in State of Bombay v.
Narasu Appa Mali56, holding that personal laws cannot be tested against the
touchstone of Fundamental Rights. On a different note, it would be possible to
contend that traditional Hindu laws did not proscribe same-sex marriages even
though the traditional literature of India has many references to same-sex relationships57. The codified personal laws reflect a more recent trend of proscribing same-sex relationships that emerged in the colonial era, under the influence
of Victorian ideals of heterosexuality and monogamy.58 But even on tendering
such logic, it may be difficult to convince courts to interfere in personal laws
on grounds of discrimination.
The difficulties in these three approaches apply equally to all personal
laws. Since none of the above approaches seems feasible, the final course would
be to seek statutory amendments to the personal laws. This most satisfactory
solution would perhaps also be the most difficult to achieve in practice. Such
an amendment would be highly controversial because of hostility towards the
LGBT community by a vocal section of society. Moreover, it would be perceived as interference in the practices and customs of religious groups. Such
a controversial legislative move will not be the priority of the government
even if it were to be in favour of such a measure. As a case in point, when
Koushal was being heard, the Attorney General informed the court that the
Government of India was not seeking a reversal of Naz Foundation,59but after
Koushal, the Government did not initiate any move to repeal section 377.
Further the Bharatiya Janata Party has unequivocally supported Koushal.60 For
these reasons, it appears that the time is not ripe to push for legislative change.

V. Same-Sex M arriages

under the

Special M arriages Act

An option which ought not to raise religious hackles is to seek an
amendment to the Special Marriage Act, 1954 (‘SMA’) to permit same-sex
marriages. The SMA is a secular legislation that facilitates marriages between
people of different religions or those who do not wish to be bound by their
personal laws. Instead of a religious ceremony, a Marriage Officer registers
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the marriage.61In its existing form, the SMA seems to apply to heterosexual
couples, since it provides that the male should have attained the age of twenty-one years and the female the age of eighteen years.62 But it is not difficult
to accommodate same-sex marriages within the framework of SMA. It would
only be necessary to amend Section 4(c) so that it reads that a party, if male,
should have attained the age of twenty-one years and if female, should have
attained the age of eighteen years and to add a specific provision that samesex marriages are permitted. In any case, even if personal laws are amended to
recognise same-sex marriages, the SMA would have to be amended to accord
the same recognition to relationships between persons belonging to different
religions.
While an amendment is clearly the best legislative option, it is one that
might be difficult after the recent formation of a BJP government. While the
Congress and the CPI(M) both included decriminalisation in their manifestos
for the Lok Sabha elections, the BJP was clear in its support of the judgment –
a party leader commenting that homosexuality is an unnatural act that cannot
be supported.63 More recently, the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, the BJP’s
ideological parent, has stated that while they are against glorifying homosexual
behaviour, it is debatable whether it should be criminalised.64
While the change in question is easy to draft and cannot be said to
interfere with religious freedoms, it is bound to generate vocal opposition. The
amendment to the SMA would be similar to the laws permitting same-sex
marriages enacted in other countries. Today, sixteen countries have enacted
such laws starting from the Netherlands in 2000 to England and Wales in
2013.65 Similarly, thirteen states in the USA have passed laws permitting samesex marriages. But there are several anti-same-sex enactments as well. The
US Congress enacted the Defence of Marriage Act 1996 (‘DOMA’) to deny
federal benefits to same-sex couples married under State laws. While DOMA
was struck down by the US Supreme Court66, the challenge to DOMA in the
Supreme Court was vigorously defended by Republican groups, though the
Obama Administration did not support the Act.67
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But such actions produce a political backlash, varying across areas.
Legalising gay marriage in states like Massachusetts generated little political opposition since the majority of residents were in support of it. However,
the backlash in Ohio relating to a judgment in favour of gay marriage was
extremely strong. The Republican Candidate – George Bush – had a double-digit increase in the percentage of votes by groups that disproportionately
opposed gay marriage – the religious, the elderly, working class and African
Americans.68 Thus, even in a country like the United States of America, where
the battle for LGBT rights has been fought tenaciously over several decades,
there is a strong opposition to recognising same-sex marriages. An even greater
backlash is highly probable in India, especially considering that it is a country
that has currently failed to even decriminalise homosexual acts.

VI. R eading Down

of

Special M arriages Act

The final option is to seek a judicial ruling that the SMA has to be
read as permitting same-sex marriages on the ground that otherwise it would
be discriminatory against same-sex couples and hence unconstitutional. There
are several international precedents in support of this proposition. Three State
Supreme Courts in the United States, those of Massachusetts,69 Connecticut70
and Iowa71 have held that a marriage law that did not permit same-sex couples
to marry was unconstitutional. All three courts invoked both due process and
equal protection clauses and pointed out that the right to marry is an individual liberty right that also involves an equality component. A group of people
cannot be denied the right of marriage granted to others, without a very strong
justification, which, the court held, did not exist.
The majority view of the US Supreme Court in striking down DOMA
did not hold that same-sex marriages were a constitutional right.72 It largely
based its decisions on the Constitutional structure that grants the States
authority over the definition of marriage. But as pointed out by Justice Scalia
in the dissenting judgement, the majority view paves the way for a claim that
same-sex marriages are a constitutional right. If DOMA unconstitutionally
robbed same-sex couples of “personhood and dignity” in states that permitted the practice, he said, quoting from the majority opinion, courts might find
that laws in anti-gay-marriage states also must fall. Indeed, after the Supreme
Court decision, a Superior Court of New Jersey held that the state government
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was violating New Jersey’s Constitution by denying federal benefits to same-sex
couples by not allowing them marry.73
The Constitutional Court of South Africa has held74 that marriage laws
that did not permit same-sex marriages were violative of Section 9(3) of the
Constitution, which states: “The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or
indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds, including race, gender, sex,
pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientation,
age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, language and birth.”
There are also several Canadian decisions beginning from a decision
of the Court of Appeal for Ontario75 that held that the existing common
law definition of marriage to the extent that it referred to “one man and one
woman” violated the equality rights of same-sex couples under Section 5 (1) of
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and that reformulated the definition as “the voluntary union for life of two persons to the exclusion of all
others”.
On the other hand, a High Court in England did not accept that not
permitting same-sex marriages violated the European Convention on Human
Rights.76 The Court distinguished the decision of the Constitutional Court of
South Africa by, among other things, pointing out that in South Africa there
was no statutory provision such as the Civil Partnership Act of the United
Kingdom, which recognised, on a basis of broad equivalence, the status of a
long term same-sex relationship. Even the Supreme Court of Vermont had held
that the State can decide whether recognition should be conferred within the
framework of a marriage or a parallel domestic partnership.77
After Naz Foundation, this option appeared very promising. The decision
had emphasised that Article 15 of the Constitution conferred personal autonomy on all individuals and prohibited discrimination on the basis of religion,
race, caste, sex and place of birth. The Court had recognised that a common
thread runs through these – they are either immutable characteristics or entail
a fundamental choice. It further provided that analogous grounds that can
potentially be used to impair personal autonomy also have to stand the test
of strict scrutiny in court. The Naz Foundation court opined that sex as a
ground includes within it sexual orientation since “discrimination on the basis
of orientation is grounded in stereotypical judgments and generalisations about the
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conduct of either sex.”78 The decision also cited several foreign precedents in support of these propositions. It is thus clear that a powerful argument could have
been developed that if the Special Marriages Act, a secular legislation, only
permitted marriage between couples belonging to different sexes, it would be
discriminating against same-sex couples on the basis of sexual orientation and
that such discrimination would be in violation of Article 15 and hence unconstitutional. The Court could thus have been urged to read down the relevant
provisions to permit same-sex couples to marry under the SMA.
Koushal poses great difficulty to this approach. Koushal can be cited to
argue that there is a presumption that SMA is constitutional. In fact, the argument would have greater force since SMA was enacted after the Constitution
came into force. The High Court relied on numerous judgments from other
jurisdictions in Naz Foundation in support of its decision. The Supreme Court
in Koushal, said that such foreign judgments might be informative but could
not be applied to determine the constitutionality of a law enacted by the
Indian legislature.79 Finally, there is the fact that the Court has stated that
such matters should be handled by the competent legislature. As pointed out
earlier, most of these principles no longer apply indisputably after NALSA. But
realistically it is only when Koushal is overruled that a reading down of the
SMA to allow same-sex marriages can be expected.
However, even many of those who support the above legal and constitutional principles and accept the above tactical reasoning, would wonder if
Courts should be approached rather than democratically elected bodies. But as
Martha Nussbaum has pointed out, it is reasonable that courts have a legitimate role to play in this divisive area, standing up for minorities who are at
risk in the majoritarian political process.80 The dismissive observations of the
Court regarding a ‘miniscule minority’ is uncharacteristic of Indian courts and
Koushal is an aberration in this regard. It must be remembered that even the
short-term de-criminalisation of homosexual acts came rather late to India and
was not achieved by legislative action but by the judiciary performing its duty
of upholding constitutional rights.

VII. C onclusion
It is clear that the anti-discriminatory initiative of Naz Foundation
has to be built on to obtain legal and social recognition of long term samesex relationships through marriages simultaneously with the efforts to overturn Koushal. There is no advantage in going through the half-way house of
civil unions as was done in the West. The challenge of obtaining legislative
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sanction through a civil union is just as severe as that of obtaining sanction via
same-sex marriages. It is clear that denial of the choice of marriage to samesex couples further reinforces discrimination by treating them differently. In
a society that gives marriage such religious significance, the most satisfactory
course would be the enablement of same-sex marriages under the personal
laws. However, it would be an uphill task to seek amendments to the personal laws of all religions. Any judicial intervention in this regard would be
perceived as interference in religious freedom. In this scenario, the most viable
option appears to be legislative amendments to the SMA to include same-sex
marriages. The protests and debate relating to similar legislations in the United
States serve to illustrate that an amendment in India would also invite vigorous opposition. Despite apprehension of such public outcry, when the rights
of a class of citizens are denied by reason of a majoritarian norm, an approach
to the judiciary is just as right an approach as seeking legislation from the
Parliament. If Koushal were to be overturned, it is very likely that the principle
laid down in Naz Foundation that the prohibition of discrimination by Article
15 on the basis of sex includes a bar on discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation will be affirmed. This and international precedents could be used to
mount a constitutional challenge to the SMA as being discriminatory on the
basis of sexual orientation and seek a reading of the Act to the extent of permitting same-sex marriage.
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